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Introduction

Hildegard Diemberger, Franz-Karl Ehrhard and Peter Kornicki

Almost three decades have passed since the publication of Elizabeth 
Eisenstein’s seminal work The printing press as an agent of change: commu-
nications and cultural transformations in early modern Europe. Her sugges-
tion that printing technology promoted dissemination, standardization, and 
preservation of texts impacting the Renaissance, the Protestant Reformation 
and the Scientific Revolution has elicited intense debate up to the present day. 
Different perspectives, new research and cross-cultural insights have since 
complicated the picture, but some of the questions she raised proved to be 
extremely fertile in opening new terrains of investigation.

Printing started to be a means of dissemination of texts in Tibet and in 
Europe at roughly the same time. In the 15th century blockprinting or xylogra-
phy, which had long been practised in China1 was adopted in Tibet, becoming 
an important technology for the multiplication of texts and images, alongside 
manuscript production,2 and remaining so until the 20th century. Blockprinting 
in Tibetan script which had appeared before the end of the first millennium 
AD on the Silk Road alongside other Asian scripts (see van Schaik, Formigatti 
and Barrett in this volume), was used for the multiplication of Buddhist texts 
among the Tanguts in the 12th century and at the Yuan court in China in the 
13th and the 14th centuries (see Schaeffer 2009).

Blockprinting played a part in Europe too, albeit one that is not always fully 
recognised (see Chartier 2007: 400; Chow 2007: 169–192), but it was the printing  
press that became dominant and triggered what was defined by Eisenstein as 
the ‘printing revolution’ (Eisenstein 1979). This seminal study by Eisenstein 
provoked intense debates that have provided a more nuanced view of this 
momentous process: various scholars have pressed for interpretations that 
are not overly deterministic and have opened up a space for cross-cultural 
comparison that has brought together book cultures across the world (see 
for example Alcorn Baron, Lindquist, Shevlin 2007). Tibetan materials have, 
unfortunately, so far been absent from this discussion. While the editors of this 
volume do not believe that the analytic framework used in the study of the 

1    See for example Barrett 2008.
2    Tibetan manuscript production started during the imperial period (6th–9th century) and 

played an important role in the framework of a wide range of Buddhist manuscript cultures 
(Berkwitz, Schober, Brown. 2009).
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European ‘printing revolution’ can be easily exported, especially since it has 
been critically revised in a variety of ways in its European context, we think 
that it is worth exploring cross-culturally a range of interesting questions that  
have emerged from the relevant debates. It is with this agenda in mind  
that the conference “Printing as an agent of change in Tibet and beyond” was 
held at Pembroke College, Cambridge, on 28–30 November 2013. On that occa-
sion, specialists in early Tibetan printing, the study of the book in Asia and 
Europe, as well as experts in paper, wood and pigment research gathered to 
explore the technology and materiality of Tibetan book culture in a wider per-
spective. This volume brings together their contributions, which are organised 
in three sections with different focuses.

Part 1 looks at the introduction of printing in Asian contexts, comparing 
and contrasting different experiences, with an eye to recent research on the  
European ‘printing revolution’ and the debates surrounding it. Some of  
the contributions address the relevant questions directly; others provide 
important reference materials and new discoveries that give insight into the 
use of printing as socio-technological process in its historical context and in a 
cross-cultural perspective.

Peter Burke draws upon his vast knowledge of the subject to address the 
global history of the book, summarising the effects of print as the amplification 
of texts, the accumulation of knowledge, the fixation of languages and texts, 
the relativisation of knowledge and the constitution of communities through 
print as discussed by Benedict Anderson. He also draws attention to the impor-
tance of the roads not taken, such as the lack of interest in typography in China 
after its invention in the eleventh century and the extreme reluctance to take 
to print in the Islamic world. He also considers whether a technology could be 
said to be an ‘agent’ of change and concludes that it could if the consequences 
were unintended by the human agents involved. Johan Elverskog highlights the  
insignificance of vernacular printing in Mongolia and strongly emphasizes  
the lack of any sense in Asia that printing was ‘revolutionary’ or something to be 
celebrated like the supposed hundredth anniversary of Gutenberg in Europe in 
1540. Leonard Van der Kuijp analyses the way in which books were the medium 
for the transfer of knowledge across cultures from the Chinese translations of 
missionaries’ works based on Tychos Brahe’s and Johannes Kepler’s astronomi-
cal studies to the assimilation of this knowledge in the Tibetan context. Other 
comparative contributions come from Camillo Formigatti, who draws atten-
tion to the very late development of Sanskrit printing in India, and from Imre 
Galambos, who focuses on printing by the Tanguts in the eleventh and twelfth 
centuries and the coexistence of manuscript and print production in that con-
texts. The papers by Peter Kornicki and Sherab Sangpo draw attention to the  
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role of women, especially elite women, in the promotion of printing: from  
the Japanese empress Shōtoku to the Mongolian empresses who promoted 
some of the earliest examples of Tibetan printing produced at the Yuan court 
in the 13th century. Cristina Scherrer-Schaub explores the question of the rela-
tionship between print and manuscript production by reflecting on the work 
of Paul Pelliot while Sam Van Schaik provides a fascinating insight into Tibetan 
printed fragments from the Turfan Oasis, a melting pot of different languages 
and civilizations.

Part 2 explores the inception of block printing in Tibet and the Himalayas, 
looking at its origins and impacts and presenting new discoveries. Exploring 
this innovation as a socio-technological process, it addresses a number of 
important questions. How did printing relate to manuscript production in the 
Tibetan context? Was the introduction of printing a small-scale operation with 
limited impact or was it something that had transformative effects? In what 
ways did it relate to the spread of literate forms of popular religiosity, the stan-
dardization of monastic curricula, the emergence of certain literary genres and 
the establishment of certain works as classics? Did the printing of key works 
such as the Mani bka’ ’bum have an impact on a shared sense of history and 
identity among Tibetans?

Porong Dawa, Tsering Dawa Sharshon, and Franz-Karl Ehrhard present new 
discoveries casting light on the beginnings of printing in Tibet itself, show-
ing that from the opening years of the 15th century a variety of works began 
to be printed in Tibet including Buddhist texts, the collected writings of reli-
gious teachers, biographies and medical works. Dorji Gyaltsen of the National 
Library of Bhutan explores the early history of the book in Bhutan, where, 
for the most part, the need for books was supplied by imports from Tibet. 
However, at least from the sixteenth century, and probably even earlier, books 
were being printed in Bhutan that met local needs, such as biographies of reli-
gious figures and literary writings by Bhutanese.

Hildegard Diemberger explores networks of Tibetan women involved in 
printing operations, highlighting women’s roles within patronage structures 
that supported book production and sometimes promoted innovation in book 
technology. Among these women was Kun tu bzang mo, the driving force 
behind the printing of the life and songs of gTsang smyon Heruka (1452–1507). 
Stefan Larsson gives a detailed analysis of four texts that were printed by her 
as these give insight into the conditions of their production as well as the net-
works of craftsmen and patrons she relied upon. Marta Sernesi focuses on the 
life and work of mkhas pa Dri med, one of the better-known artists involved in 
printing projects in Mang yul Gung thang; this is a rare instance in which an 
artist’s individual trajectory, as reflected in a painstaking work of collation of 
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relevant sources, offers a glimpse into the esthetics, expertise and patronage 
involved in printing projects.

On the basis of a study of colophons from the same region, Michela Clemente 
raises fundamental questions relating to the socio-technological process 
behind the relatively rapid emergence of printing projects and printing houses 
in 15th/16th century Tibet: was this an unacknowledged ‘printing revolution’? 
The question is still open; certainly Mang yul Gung thang provided the hub for 
important printing projects that saw the dissemination of certain texts across 
Tibet. Benjamin Nourse, in a fascinating exploration of the distribution of cer-
tain key texts over space and time, shows enlightening connections between 
the early days of printing and later printing projects. Helmut Eimer provides 
us with precious insights, both in terms of data and methods, in the analysis 
of Tibetan xylographs focusing especially on 18thcentury canonical materials.

Part 3 explores the materiality and technology of Tibetan prints by looking 
at paper and wood as well as pigments and dyes. The contributions present 
research on historical materials, connecting them – when possible – to living 
traditions of craftsmanship.

The papers by Agnieszka Helman-Ważny and Alessandro Boesi focus on the 
production of paper and the plants used to produce different types of paper, 
documenting some of the earliest known examples of Tibetan paper that date 
back to the 9th and the 10th centuries and exploring the differences in the paper 
used in printed books and manuscripts. Pasang Wangdu’s analysis of an 11th-
century Tibetan manuscript, which in its colophon refers to the scriptorium, 
the patronage and the materials involved in book production, shows that this 
kind of practice must be seen as a direct precursor of printing workshops. The 
contribution by Tomasz Ważny focuses on the wood involved in the produc-
tion of printing blocks and book covers, drawing attention to different meth-
ods of analysis, including dendrochronology, and suggesting further research 
on the use of Himalayan birch. Paola Ricciardi and Anuradha Pallipurath show 
what can be learnt from non-invasive pigment analysis applied to the study 
of painted illustrations in manuscripts and prints and emphasize that this 
information can complement the study of book production by connecting 
materials to artists, artisans and trade. At the conference, these contributions 
were complemented by a demonstration by Burkhard Quessel (British Library) 
and Terry Chilvers (University of Cambridge) of the database of the project 
‘Transforming technologies and Buddhist book culture’ (http://www.innera 
siaresearch.org/T_Msite/tmindex.html), which provides a unique resource 
bringing together different approaches to the study of books, from the analysis 
of content to that of the relevant materials.
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Finally, Tim Barrett with a real tour de force that ranges across history and 
cultures sets Tibetan printing in the framework of a wider reflection on pattern 
reproduction and raises some intriguing questions on a Tibetan printed frag-
ment included in the Dunhuang collection.

By exploring different aspects of Tibetan printing and its relationship to 
manuscript production and use, the authors of these papers hope to open up 
new avenues of research and reflection that set Tibetan book production in 
the wider context of the studies of the book. Although printing in Tibet does 
not seem to have had the kind of socially transformative effects highlighted 
in Eisenstein’s study, it did have some of the important effects pointed out by 
Peter Burke, such as the accumulation of knowledge and the fixation of lan-
guages and texts. This was true in the Tibetan context, despite some important 
caveats in that printed texts could be seen as faulty and in need of amend-
ment (see for example van der Kujip 2010: 441ff) and the drive towards stan-
dardisation was already important for scriptoria producing manuscripts (see 
Schaeffer 2009).

While there are references to printing projects that took place in the Chab 
mdo region as early as 1207 (van der Kujip 2010: 441ff), it seems that it was only 
in the fifteenth century that printing became commonly employed in Central 
and Western Tibet: in one of the earliest scholarly surveys of the subject, David 
Jackson reports that he had come across Tibetan printed texts dating to the 
fifteenth century in most libraries he visited (Jackson 1990). Indeed, recent 
research has recovered many early such exemplars, and in Tibet an increas-
ing number are coming to light: one of the newly-discovered works presented 
by Porong Dawa in this volume is the earliest extant printed item from Tibet 
and is dated 1407. Some are editions that achieved only local relevance, while 
others became important classics. There is a range of texts, the most famous 
of which are noted in Ben Nourse’s contribution, that seem to have been pro-
pelled to further dissemination and influence after having been printed in 
editions that ended up being seen as authoritative. These texts range from 
Milarepa’s biography and songs by gTsang smyon Heruka, to the Mani bKa’ 
’bum and the bKa’ gdam glegs bam among others. Franz-Karl Ehrhard (2013) 
has already drawn attention to the pivotal role of the Mani bka’ ’bum, printed 
in Mang yul Gung thang, which travelled to Bhutan where it was re-carved 
and eventually became part of the authoritative texts used by the Fifth Dalai 
Lama (see also Kapstein 2000: 260, n. 9 and Sernesi forthcoming). Central in 
the development of the cult of Avalokiteśvara and of a shared narrative reflect-
ing Tibet’s imperial legacy, this text played an important part in what George 
Dreyfus (1994: 205–218) defines as Tibetan ‘proto-nationalism’; its printing is 
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therefore likely to have significantly enhanced its dissemination and political 
impact. Another interesting case is that of the bKa’ gdam glegs bam, which has 
a remarkable editorial history linked as well to the kingdom of Mang yul Gung 
thang, since its earliest printed edition was produced there by the Bo dong pa 
scholar Chos dbang rgyal mtshan (1484–1549) in 1535 (Ehrhard 2000: 42–4 and 
see also Ehrhard 2013: 427ff). The illustrious master Atiśa (982–1054), who is 
associated with the origin of the collection, entered Tibet via Mang yul Gung 
thang, accompanied by the local scholar Nag tsho Lo tsa ba. While the related 
biographical tradition was available in the region, and narratives of the mas-
ter’s deeds are linked to the local landscape even now, a copy of the bKa’ gdams 
glegs bam to serve as the basis for the print edition had to be retrieved from 
central Tibet. This redaction of the text would later be used as an authoritative 
edition by the dGa’ ldan Pho brang government, which had blocks re-carved in 
the Zhol par khang in lHa sa (see Sernesi 2015: 411).

As shown by a number of contributions to this volume, the adoption of 
printing is likely to have had a far-reaching social, cultural and political impact. 
Porong Dawa, Tsering Dawa and Diemberger illustrate this point when discuss-
ing the 1407 imprint of Haribadra’s commentary produced at Shel dkar, which 
was connected to the establishment of the school of philosophy in the Shel 
dkar monastery and eventually became part of the monastic curriculum more  
generally (see Dreyfus 2003: 174–182). They also show that the celebration 
of the distribution of texts so often mentioned in the colophon of imprints 
was in all likelihood not a mere rhetorical device but pointed to enhanced 
distribution (even though the extent remains difficult to assess). However, it 
is also clear that prints and manuscripts continued to coexist in the Tibetan 
context complementing each other until the twentieth and twenty-first cen-
turies when a new range of technologies appeared on the scene. As observed 
by a local Lama in Solu (Nepal), in many cases it was the photocopy machine 
that proved to be the real competitor to block printing as it allowed for indi-
vidualised ‘printing on demand’ similar to that provided by blocks preserved 
in a monastic printing house but more practical and cheaper for people with 
access to urban settings. The ritual significance of blockprinting, however, was 
never fully displaced and from this point of view it remains a living tradition 
complemented now not only by photocopying but also by movable type print-
ing and digital text reproduction. It is therefore not possible to speak of a ‘revo-
lution’ as a linear process in which one technology replaces another. From this 
point of view, however, what happened in Tibet has unexpected similarities to 
what happened in European book history.

Recent research has shown that the so-called ‘printing revolution’ in the 
European context was a longer and more complex process than hitherto  
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assumed and that it was less shaped by linear causalities and progressive 
developments from one technology to the next than originally thought. 
Commenting on how in Europe the innovations in printing were gradual and 
that the manuscript tradition lasted long after the introduction of printing, 
McKitterick observed that “printing combined with older practices and habits 
of thought in the manuscript tradition . . . it is more realistic to speak not of one 
superseding the other, but the two working together” (McKitterick 2003: 21).  
According to him: “Print sits besides manuscript, just as computerized IT sits 
beside print and manuscript. The significance of these relationships – not so 
much of different generations as of related cousins, since in practice each lives 
alongside the next – is apparently easily missed.” (McKitterick 2003: 20)

Despite some re-thinking about the timing and the impact of printing tech-
nologies, it is undeniable that important elements of innovation were enabled 
by its introduction in the European context and these had far reaching con-
sequences. In Tibet, as in many other Asian contexts, the socio-technological 
process that shaped the way printing technologies were introduced, developed 
and used alongside other technologies was extremely complex and marked 
more by continuities than discontinuities with pre-existing forms of text repro-
duction – both manuscript production and stone inscriptions. Innovation was 
nevertheless part of the picture, even when not fully acknowledged at the 
time. For example, the commemoration of the passing of the ruler Chos kyi 
rin chen (d. 1402) from La stod lHo offered an excellent opportunity to the Bo 
dong pa masters to provide scriptures for the newly established school of phi-
losophy since the production of ‘symbols of [Buddha’s] speech’ (gsung rten) 
was a recognised way of gaining merit for the deceased. Borrowing Elisabeth 
Eisenstein’s wording, with the production of the 1407 imprint they “broke new 
paths in the very act of seeking to achieve old goals” (Eisenstein 1979: 693; see 
also Eisenstein 1983).

The work on the ‘printing revolution’ in the European context and the 
debates that followed Elisabeth Eisenstein’s seminal work may serve as a heu-
ristic device in thinking through the Tibetan materials with a wider range of 
questions in mind. Detailed research on printed texts, printing sites, materials 
and technologies, trading routes as well as reading practices and ritual usage 
of texts will help cast new light on the history of printing as part of Tibetan 
book culture. Hopefully this will give insight into the way in which texts were 
printed, disseminated and used in the Tibetan context in a process that was 
shaped by both continuity and innovation. This should also contribute to set-
ting Tibetan materials in conversation with the study of other book cultures 
around the world. More generally, Tibet reminds us that the fate of printing 
technology was tied so closely to the cultural context in which it was implanted 
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and that this is also true for the introduction of digital technologies in the  
21st century.
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